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INTRODUCTION
Dear Friends,
The 2016 vintage in Burgundy will go down in history as one of the smallest vintage ever
produced. Frost in late April decimated many young buds and shortly after, mildew
threatened to wipe out the remaining crop. We tasted the 2016s from barrel in late
October last year and saw first-hand how empty many of the cellars were. We were used
to seeing small quantities since the 2012 vintage but nothing prepared us for this. Many
cellars have been built to accommodate three barrels stacked vertically but last year
many cellars barely had rows of single barrels. Understandably, some cuvees will not be
produced in this vintage.
Against all odds, the 2016 vintage has triumphed. A vintage with concentration from the
low yields yet with fresh acidity and transparency to balance it up. Many of the wines
remind me of the 2010s. A charming vintage with excellent purity and depth. Coming
after the feted 2015s, the 2016s rival the former in terms of quality but are absolutely
different in style. There isn’t a wine which I would not whole-heartedly recommend.
As compared to the 2015s, the wines this vintage are more classic, with fresh hightoned notes and transparency to the terroir. These are not light-weights, as they have
the density and balance for aging. Whereas the ‘15s will undoubtedly need many, many
years to blossom (in fact some have already shut down), we think many of the ‘16s will
be so delicious on release and in the near term that one might not have much left to
cellar!
Despite the low quantities, this year many of the Domaines have wisely decided not to
raise the prices by too much but unfortunately the strong EUR (vis-à-vis last year) has
compelled us to make adjustments where absolutely necessary. There are many underpriced gems in our portfolio and astute buyers will be able to find value in many of
the Domaines. I encourage you to stock up, as this is a vintage where the wines are so
charming that they will be drunk up in no time.
This is the first time we have gathered all the Domaines we represent in a single
publication, with confirmed quantities and pricing as well. As usual with Burgundy
(and more so this vintage), certain wines will be on allocation only. Placing an order
across the range will put you on the priority list for the extremely sought-after wines.
We have also put together some starter packs for those who want to have an overview
of the wines and some collector’s sets for those who want the best the Domaine has to
offer. We remain at your disposal if you would like some recommendations or advice on
which wines best fits your preference and taste.

JT
(Director and Buyer)
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WHAT DO CRITICS SAY?

"They are balanced wines built for medium to sometimes longer-term aging
yet they should also be reasonably approachable young if
youthful fruit is your preference. Before I offer more detail, the short answer
is yes on both accounts that the 2016s deserve a place in your cellars and
there is no reason not to go heavy - I for one will be buying all that I can
afford and find."
– Allen Meadows, Burghound.
"More specifically, there are two aspects that I absolutely love about the
2016s which are those of the crystalline transparency to the
underlying terroirs coupled with their refreshing drinkability. One just feels
like drinking the 2016s, in fact it's hard not to like them."
– Allen Meadows, Burghound.
“I can see no reason – bar the rather important one of pricing – not to go large
this year, since 2016 offers both quality and character.”
– Jasper Morris MW.
“At times, the best 2016s stand shoulder to shoulder with the fêted 2015s,
and in some cases, they surpass them.”
– Neal Martin, Wine Advocate.
“If there’s one generalization I would make about the very complicated 2016
vintage, it’s that the majority of wines from Burgundy’s most capable grapegrowers and winemakers are more transparent to terroir than the 2015s are,
often stunningly so.”
– Stephen Tanzer, Vinous.

“… 2016 Burgundy vintage is not a year where a very small
percentage of wines at the very top of the pyramid are great,
but where a very, very large percentage of the wines are exceptional!”
– John Gilman, View from the Cellar.
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WHY BUY EN PRIMEUR?
Aside from locking in the best price possible, En Primeur allows you to have first pick
on the wines on offer. The beauty of Burgundy is in its scarcity and En Primeur lets you
have a slice of the pie before others. As always, all wines are ex-Domaine and offered
from our direct allocations, guaranteeing authenticity and perfect provenance.
All 750ml bottles are sold in multiples of 3s. Larger formats can be ordered individually.

TASTING NOTES
The tasting notes appended are from Neal Martin (Wine Advocate), John Gilman (View
from the Cellar), Claude Kolm (The Fine Wine Review) and Allen Meadows (Burghound).
We have also appended our own notes where appropriate.
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Berthaut-Gerbet
“Amélie Berthaut is rapidly becoming
the most well-known winemaker in the
village of Fixin, with the wines under her
tenure gaining wide acclaim. Overall, it is
another great vintage for a domaine that
has enjoyed such a rapid ascent but is
keeping its feet on the ground.”
– Neal Martin, Wine Advocate.

At the tender age of 25, Amelie Berthaut took over from her father Denis and never
looked back. Her first vintage of 2013 has attracted critical acclaim and shortly after,
she united Domaine Gerbet (from her mother’s side) into the now Domaine BerthautGerbet. Amelie has breathed new energy into the sleepy village of Fixin where she is
now considered the top producer there. It was a smart move uniting the two Domaines,
as now they produce an enviable range of wines from Fixin, Gevrey-Chambertin and
Vosne-Romanee (with a sliver of Chambolle-Musigny and Clos Vougeot thrown in.)
She has gradually stepped up the quality with the use of whole clusters and meticulous
sortings. She is especially proud of her Fixins and rightly so as they rival wines from
other more celebrated appellations. 2016 is her 4th vintage and the wines are ready to
stand side by side with the big boys. Her style is all about balance. The right amount of
elegance with the right amount of density. Alas quantities are small this vintage, please
do not hesitate as these are still some of the best bargains to be found. Follow her on
Instagram @amelieberthaut
Fixin
$52 / 750ml
“There is no new oak on this cuvée. It has
a crisp redcurrant and cranberry-scented
bouquet with a hint of wet clay coming
through with time. The palate is mediumbodied with fine-grained tannin, crisp
acidity, quite linear at the moment with a
tightly knit, lightly spiced finish. This is a
worthy follow-up to the 2015.” WA88-90.

* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.

Fixin “Les Crais”
$60 / 750ml
Average of 40 year old vines, more
elegant. “It has a clean and pure bouquet
with raspberry and crushed strawberry
notes, a touch of vanilla pod developing
in the glass. The palate is medium-bodied
with fine-grained tannin, slightly chalky
in texture and with plenty of freshness on
the finish. This is a step up from the Fixin
Village.” WA90-92.
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Fixin “En Combe Roy”
$68 / 750ml
First vintage in 2013, a special parcel
located right below the Premier Crus.
"The 2016 Fixin en Combe Roy includes
around 40% whole bunch fruit. It has a
clean and fresh bouquet with blackberry
and raspberry fruit, wet stone and a hint
of orange blossom. The palate is very well
balanced, and the whole bunch is well
disguised, merely lending more freshness
and tension on the sorbet-fresh finish.
Excellent.” WA91-93.
Fixin 1er Les Arvelets
$90 / 750ml
“The 2016 Fixin 1er Cru Les Arvelets
was affected by both frost and hail one
month afterward, around 27 May. Around
40% of the production was lost. It has
a lifted, perfumed bouquet with lovely
undergrowth scents percolating through
the black fruits that are so well defined.
The palate is medium-bodied with fine
tannin, crisp acidity, really quite chalky
toward the finish that leaves a lovely
blackcurrant note on the aftertaste. This is
just a consistently great cru from Berthaut,
and the 2016s keep the purple patch
going.” WA91-93.
Gevrey-Chambertin VV
$76 / 750ml
Single cuvee of Gevrey village this
year. “Moderate reduction flattens the
underlying fruit. On a more positive
note, the powerful, dense and serious
flavors possess ample minerality before
culminating in a moderately austere but
not rustic finale. If your taste runs to
classically styled and built-to-age Gevrey,
this is one to try.” BH89-91.
Vosne-Romanee
$90 / 750ml
“The sleek, intense and well-detailed
medium-bodied flavors possess very
* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.

good mid-palate concentration along with
plenty of punch that continues onto the
firm, complex and moderately austere
finale that exhibits sneaky good length.
One to consider.” BH89-91.
Vosne-Romanee 1er Les Petits Monts
$135 / 750ml
“A vineyard that is completely worked
by hand and horse, has a mineral-driven,
almost austere bouquet at first, but it
opens up gloriously in the glass. There is
real energy here. The palate is very well
defined with strawberry pastilles and a
touch of blue fruit, tapering a little toward
the finish (perhaps due to the cold cellar)
but still leaving you with the impression
that it will blossom with four or five years
in bottle.” WA91-93.
Clos Vougeot Grand Cru
*On Allocation*
$215 / 750ml
“A very mild floral hint adds elegance
to the ripe red berry fruit and distinctly
earth-inflected nose that is trimmed in just
enough wood to mention. There is excellent
richness to the impressively scaled and
overtly powerful broad-shouldered flavors
that possess fine balance and focus on the
lingering and youthfully austere finale.
This is pretty much a textbook example
of the appellation though note well that
extended patience will be required if you
wish to enjoy this at its apogee.” BH91-94.
Starter 6-pack:
x1 Fixin
x1 Fixin “Les Crais”
x1 Fixin “En Combe Roy”
x1 Fixin 1er Les Arvelets
x1 Gevrey-Chambertin VV
x1 Vosne-Romanee
Total = $436
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David Duband
*Three Star Domaine in the 2016 La Revue
des Vins de France, the authoritative wine
guide in France.*
*Burgundy Rising Star*
- Noble Rot Magazine.

A fairly new entrant in our portfolio, David has been producing wines since the ‘90s
together with his investor Francois Feuillet. With vines inherited from his father and
new acquisitions from Jacky Truchot and Louis Remy, they own an enviable portfolio
of vineyards including several Grand Crus. David and Francois each takes half of the
production, and markets the wines independently, with separate labels.
From 2008 onwards, Duband’s style has changed tremendously. In the past, the wines
were more heavily extracted and austere but we are glad he has seen the light. With
whole cluster fermentation and minimal new oak, David has eased off the heavyhandedness and is now making wines of utmost finesse and delicacy. And that is how
Burgundy should be.

* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.
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Bourgogne Hautes-Cotes de Nuits
“Cuvee Louis Auguste”
$45 / 750ml
Superb good value. Always a crowdpleaser. “This wine shows dark fruits
that are spicy and pure, and there is good
energy here. 60% whole clusters.” FWR8891.
Nuits St Georges
$72 / 750ml
“Duband’s village Nuits has dark and red
fruits, depth, power but also finesse, Nuits
rusticity, and minerality.” FWR89-92.
Chambolle-Musigny
$88 / 750ml
A beautiful Chambolle year in year out.
His style suits the appellation perfectly.
“Here there is spicy dark plum fruit,
finesse, and good concentration — a classic
village Chambolle. 60% whole clusters.”
FWR88-92.
Vosne-Romanee
$88 / 750ml
From Les Barreux and Les Ormes. Spicy,
violets and lush textured with mediumbodied flavors. David’s soft touch has
added an extra layer of sensualness to this
charming cuvee. Approchable in the near
term but can age too.
Nuits St Georges 1er Aux Thorey
$96 / 750ml
From David’s inheritance. “The NuitsThorey features dark plums and spice with
purity, depth, and freshness.” FWR92-95.

Chambolle-Musigny 1er Les Sentiers
$158 / 750ml
From the Jacky Truchot holdings. “The
Chambolle-Sentiers has red fruits,
especially strawberries, with good depth
and energy.” FWR89-93.
Clos de la Roche Grand Cru
*On Allocation*
$248 / 750ml
“Duband’s Clos de la Roche, from vines
that formerly were Domaine TruchotMartin, is dark in fruit, energetic, nervy,
and powerful. It is a classic of the
appellation.” FWR93-97.
Charmes-Chambertin Grand Cru
*On Allocation*
$288 / 750ml
Oldest vines in the Domaine, ~100 years
old. “These vines, too, come from the old
Truchot-Martin domaine. The wine has
dark fruits with the slight gaminess of the
vineyard, and it shows good energy and
tension.”
Starter 6-pack:
x1 Nuits St Georges
x1 Chambolle-Musigny
x1 Vosne-Romanee
x1 Nuits St Georges 1er Aux Thorey
x1 Morey St Denis 1er Clos Sorbe
x1 Chambolle-Musigny 1er Les Sentiers
Total = $600

Morey St Denis 1er Clos Sorbe
$98 / 750ml
From the Jacky Truchot holdings. “The
Clos Sorbè features strawberry and
red currant fruit, finesse, length, and
chalkiness.” FWR91-94.
* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.
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Duroché

"It was an exemplary set of 2016s from
Duroché, whose ascent in recent years
has been astonishing and, in my opinion,
thoroughly deserved. … I often found
them even better than the 2015s I tasted
twelve months ago..."
- Neal Martin, Wine Advocate.

Pierre Duroché took over from father Gilles in 2005 and within the span of a few years,
has been lauded as the next Rousseau in his village of Gevrey-Chambertin. The Domaine
subscribes to the philosophy of less is more - wines made by infusion rather than
extraction. Grapes are 100% destemmed.
The wines here are the last word in purity and elegance. Gevrey-Chambertins like you
never imagined. Whereas the old impression of this appellation has been one of rusticity
and tannins, Pierre has brought out the true terroir characteristics of his vineyards (all
in Gevrey) by crafting wines of absolute transparency. His wines hold true to the old
Burgundy adage – power without weight. His various Gevrey-Chambertin lieux-dits
provide one of the highest QPR around. Follow them on Instagram @domaineduroche

* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.
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Gevrey-Chambertin
$68 / 750ml
“A more elegant if otherwise similar array
is present on the expressive nose with the
exception that here there is a bit more earth
character. The sleek, round and enticing
medium-bodied flavors possess unusually
good complexity for a villages level wine
while the lingering finish displaying only
a touch of rusticity.” BH89-91.

Starter 6-pack:
X2 Gevrey-Chambertin
X2 Gevrey-Chambertin “Champ”
X2 Gevrey-Chambertin “Le Clos”
Total = $428

Gevrey-Chambertin “Champ”
$70 / 750ml
Neal Martin: "There is certainly tangible
mineralité here, even at this early stage.
The palate has a crunchy texture on the entry, just a subtle tang of bitterness and orange peel that interlace the red and black
fruit, leading to a very pure and long finish. Beautiful. Don't underestimate this En
Champ from Pierre Duroché." WA90-92.
Gevrey-Chambertin “Le Clos”
$76 / 750ml
“A discreet application of wood can be
found on the bright and fresh aromas of
red currant, cherry and lavender along
with a touch of earth. The supple, pliant and very round medium-bodied flavors also possess a lovely mouthfeel, all
wrapped in a clean and dry finish that
can’t quite match the Champ in complexity but it’s just as persistent. Once again,
this is really quite good.” BH89-91.

* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.
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Gerard Mugneret

"Mugneret continues to make progress and he is progressively becoming a new star in
Vosne, which given all of the famous domaines around him, is not the easiest of things
to accomplish even given his prestigious appellations... if you aren't familiar with them
it's high time to make their acquaintance."
- Allen Meadows, Burghound.
This is a publicity-shy Domaine that we could not keep under wraps anymore. Currently
managed by Pascal Mugneret since 2005, the wines are rarely seen in the secondary
market. Fervent fans (including us) guard his wine closely for their own consumption.
In fact, this is the first Domaine we started with.
He uses partial whole clusters in the fermentation and adheres to biodynamic principles.
His wines are perhaps not ‘easy’ when young but with some age, they turn into cellar
classics. His wines are for the patient, and the patient will be rewarded.

* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.
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Bourgogne Passetoutgrain
$40 / 750ml
50-50 Pinot Noir and Gamay from VosneRomanee. Burghound: "A pretty and very
fresh nose combines notes of dark currant
with those of earth and pepper nuances.
The ripe, rich and solidly voluminous
flavors in the context of what is typical
for a PTG, possess a velvety finish that
is notably less rustic than normal. Worth
considering."
Savigny-les-Beaune 1er Les Gravains
$76 / 750ml
Just one and a quarter barrel produced
only due to frost. Burghound: "Here there
are enough wood and menthol influences
to mention though not so much to intrude
on the plummy and very earthy dark
berry fruit-suffused nose. The succulent,
concentrated and relatively big-bodied
flavors also exude a subtle minerality on
the serious and built-to-age finish that
avoids undue austerity." BH89-92.
Vosne-Romanee
$98 / 750ml
$208 / 1.5L
"It has a light and fragrant, quite floral and
feminine nose that has a sense of airiness.
The palate is crisp and pointed on the
entry with fine chalky tannin. Bitter red
cherry intermixed with strawberry here
with a terse, citric finish that is fresh and
tensile. This should gain some weight by
the time of bottling and could be worth
looking out for." WA90-92.

* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.
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Heresztyn-Mazzini

"... in tandem with the nearby Domaine Duroché, the wines have been
virtually reinvented into captivating expressions of what you might call
"classic Burgundy... the wines all showed commendable use of wholebunch fruit that underpins nearly all their cuvées, thereby accentuating
the freshness and classicism of their wines."
- Neal Martin, Wine Advocate.
Neighbours to Domaine Duroche, this is another Domaine rejuvenated. Florence
Heresztyn and husband Simon Mazzini took over the Domaine from her parents and
debuted their first vintage in 2012. They own vines mostly in Gevrey-Chambertin and
some parcels in Chambolle-Musigny and Morey St Denis. The use of partial whole
clusters and careful oak integration are just some of the steps taken to produce wines of
freshness and vivacity.
Wines here are unabashedly classic in interpreting their respective terroirs. Vines
are mostly old which adds an additional layer of complexity. Lovers of complex,
aromatic Burgundies will find much to love here. Follow them on Instagram
@domaine_heresztyn_mazzini

* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.
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Gevrey-Chambertin "Les Jouises" VV
$92 / 750ml
"A restrained yet exceptionally pretty nose
blends notes of lavender, rose petal and
spice with those of red cherry, earth and
a hint of wood. The decidedly rich and
relatively full-bodied flavors manage to
retain a comparatively refined mouthfeel
thanks to the fine-grained tannins
shaping the mineral-driven, linear and
impressively persistent finish. This is
pungently earthy yet somehow remains a
Gevrey of grace." BH89-92.
Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Les Goulots
$118 / 750ml
"An ultra-fresh, cool and distinctly airy
nose offers an array of red berries and
floral scents that are copiously cut with
earth and sauvage elements. The vibrant,
intense and beautifully well-detailed
medium weight flavors brim with
minerality on the driving and overtly
saline-inflected finish. If this can add a bit
of depth over the next few years it should
merit the top end of my projected range.
Classic Goulots." BH90-92.
Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Champonnets
$125 / 750ml
"There is more whole bunch (70%) [here],
the highest used by the domaine in this
growing season. Now this has a very
mineral-driven bouquet, terse and linear
at first, though the fruit soon comes to the
surface-blackberries, briary and a hint of
cassis. This is very seductive. The palate
is medium-bodied with supple tannin,
well-judged acidity, quite sappy and Saint
with hints of black olive and oyster shells
towards the finish that carries good weight
and persistence. It will need 3 or 4 years in
bottle, but it will be worth the wait. Expect
it to land at the top of my banded score."
WA91-93.
* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.

Morey St Denis 1er Les Millandes
$128 / 750ml
"Raised in 35% new oak with 55% whole
bunch fruit, [it] has an engaging bouquet
with black fruit, wet limestone and sea
spray scents. It is beautifully defined
and very focused. The palate is mediumbodied with fine, slightly grainy tannin.
There is plenty of smoke-tinged, almost
flinty black and red fruit with a very
harmonious, quite structured finish that
feels persistence and satisfying. This is
one of the strongest contributions from
Heresztyn-Mazzini." WA92-94.
Clos St Denis Grand Cru
*On Allocation*
$258 / 750ml
"... raised in 50% new oak from Hermitage
and Remond cooperages and includes
70% whole bunch fruit. It has a very
well-defined bouquet with blackberry,
briary, pressed flowers and minerals that
gently unfold in the glass. The palate is
medium-bodied with fine grain tannin,
beautifully focused and it manages to
retain the elegance and finesse that defines
great Clos Saint Denis. You would not call
it understated, but its class creeps up on
you by stealth rather than brags about it in
your face." WA94-96.
Starter 6-pack:
X3 Gevrey-Chambertin "Les Jouises" VV
x1 Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Les Goulots
x1 Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Champonnets
x1 Morey St Denis 1er Les Millandes
Total = $647
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Jacques Cacheux

Fabrice Cacheux is the winegrower here but son Charles is gradually stepping up to
the challenge. We have been drinking their wines for a long time and have never been
disappointed by the reliability and pleasure. The holdings are mostly concentrated in
Vosne-Romanee with some prized vineyards.
The 2016s here are concentrated yet has good acidity to balance. Tasting through the
range here reminds me of how great value these wines are for their quality which gets
better and better every year. A classic Domaine on the move.
Vosne-Romanee "Les Genaivrieres"
$82 / 750ml
0.3 ha, smallest villages cuvee in their
range. This is silky and elegant on
the palate with bold finish and can be
approached young.

* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.

Echezeaux Grand Cru
$172 / 750ml
Very little produced this year as Echezeaux
was badly damaged by frost. A blend of
four climats, this is spicy, concentrated
and what Echezeaux should be.
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Marc Roy

"As I have commented in the past, Roy just doesn’t seem to miss as she’s a
perfectionist and 2016 will not disappoint her legion of fans."
- Allen Meadows, Burghound.
"They may only produce village wines - nevertheless this is one of my
favourite estates in Burgundy - and underlines that even serious collectors
can get a great buzz from a village level wine."
- Steen Ohman, Winehog.
Domaine Marc Roy is somewhat of an oddity in Burgundy as Alexandrine Roy (daughter
of Marc) only farms villages-level vineyards. Yes, with just 4 ha of “humble” vineyards,
she is crafting four different cuvees of Gevrey-Chambertin villages which gives many
Premier and Grand Crus a run for the money. These are wines not for label-chasers but
for those who love Burgundies.
With grapes 100% destemmed, the reds are exceptionally transparent and bring the
Gevrey-ness to the forefront. Each cuvee has its own unique characteristics despite all
being situated nearby each other. Don’t overlook the sole white here, a single-vineyard
Marsannay Blanc. The rocky terroir is atypical for white Burgundy and the wines here
tastes very much like a top Condrieu!

* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.
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Marsannay "Les Champs Perdrix" Blanc
$60 / 750ml
"For this wine, 20% new oak. The wine does
not go through malolactic fermentation.
The nose has mineral and lime aromas
with a hint of peach. The mouth has
mineral and lime flavors and is firm with a
very slight creaminess to it." FWR A-.
Gevrey-Chambertin VV
$98 / 750ml
"A perfumed and highly expressive nose
combines notes of dark currant with those
of earth, spice and a hint of the sauvage.
There is excellent density to the relatively
full-bodied flavors that flash very good
power and punch on the balanced, long
and complex finish. This is a first-rate
Gevrey villages and well-worth checking
out." BH90.
Gevrey-Chambertin "La Justice"
$110 / 750ml
"As is often the case, this is more
aromatically elegant than the old vines
cuvée but at the expense of less complexity
to the pretty and slightly higher-toned
nose of red berries, spice and a whiff of
newly turned earth. The more refined if
somewhat less concentrated mediumbodied flavors are shaped by relatively
fine tannins that contribute to the sleek
mouthfeel of the delicious and vibrant
finish. While I prefer the intrinsic quality
of the old vines cuvée, for those who
prefer a more elegant Gevrey, this refined
effort would be one to consider."

is sleek and intense while concluding in a
youthfully austere, firmly structured and
impressively complex finish. Once again
the quality Roy achieves with villages
level vineyards is rarely matched and this
is highly recommended." BH91.
Gevrey-Chambertin "Cuvee
Alexandrine"
$152 / 750ml
"There is just enough reduction present to
warrant giving this a thorough aeration
if you’re going to try a bottle young.
Otherwise there is outstanding midpalate concentration to the very rich and
relatively full-bodied flavors that brim
with sappy dry extract that buffer the
firm finish that is beautifully complex and
sneaky long. This is sufficiently tightly
wound to merit extended cellaring yet
I suspect that it will also be reasonably
approachable young if that’s your fruit
preference." BH92.
Starter 6-pack:
x1 Marsannay "Les Champs Perdrix" Blanc
x2 Gevrey-Chambertin VV
x1 Gevrey-Chambertin "La Justice"
x1 Gevrey-Chambertin "Clos Prieur"
x1 Gevrey-Chambertin "Cuvee
Alexandrine"
Total = $628

Gevrey-Chambertin "Clos Prieur"
$110 / 750ml
"A very Gevrey-style nose features ripe and
very fresh aromas of game, underbrush,
humus, pungent earth and an array of dark
berry fruit scents. Here too the mouthfeel
of the utterly delicious and slightly more
mineral-inflected middle weight flavors
* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.
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Antoine Jobard
"I do have my favourite estates in
Burgundy - and Domaine Antoine Jobard
is certainly one of them... To me this estate
is the solid rock to cling to in times of
trouble.... These wines are dependable in
the best possible meaning of the word they always deliver top quality at a quite
fair price."
– Steen Ohman, Winehog.

Taking over from father Francois, Antoine Jobard has slowly but surely put his imprint
on this long established Domaine. Owning mostly vines in Meursault, in recent years he
has expanded his Domaine with slices of St Aubin and Puligny-Montrachet too.
Dubbed the ‘zen-master’ by his legions of fans, the wines are not flashy but are calm like
the man himself. 2016 is his first vintage where there’s no new oak used at all. Taking this
uncommon decision has proved to be astute as the wines are a case study in purity and
clarity this vintage. Follow him on Instagram @antoine.jobard
Bourgogne Blanc
$48 / 750ml
“Despite being hammered by the April
frosts, the Bourgogne Blanc 2016 here
is really a lovely wine and an excellent
example for its level. The bouquet is pure
and stylish, offering up a bright blend of
apple, hazelnut, a lovely base of soil and
hints of the honeycomb to come with
a touch of bottle age. On the palate the
wine is crisp, full-bodied, long and nicely
racy in profile, with a good core and a
long, fairly complex and zesty finish. Fine
juice.” JG89.
St Aubin 1er Sur le Sentier du Clou
$85 / 750ml
“The 2016 Saint Aubin 1er Cru Sous le
Sentier de Clous lost 40% due to frost.
* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.

The nose is completely different than the
Les Perrières, much more austere and
mineral-driven, frankly more Burgundy
in style. The palate is fresh and focused,
just a tiny bit of reduction, but there is
commendable weight and focus here. The
finish offers delicate walnut and smoke
aromas wrapped around good structure
and a spicy aftertaste. Excellent.” WA9092.
Meursault “En la Barre”
$92 / 750ml
$195 / 1.5L
“It is too bad that the Jobard’s parcel of
En la Barre was so heavily frosted in 2016,
as the wine that remains is absolutely
beautiful in its elegance and charm. The
nose wafts from the glass in a fine blend
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of pear, apple, bee pollen, spring flowers,
a gentle touch of hazelnut and a nice
touch of iodine. On the palate the wine is
crisp, full-bodied, complex and far more
open than the Tillets, with a good core,
fine backend tension and a long, bouncy
and succulent finish. A very pretty wine.”
JG91.
Meursault “Les Tillets”
$94 / 750ml
$199 / 1.5L
“The 2016 Meursault Les Tillets, which
lost 40% of its crops due to the frost that
was apparently severe toward the treeline,
has another crisp and focused bouquet,
with a subtle marine influence of cockles
shells and oyster neatly complementing
the citrus fruit. Again, I like the delineation
here. The palate is medium-bodied with
crisp acidity, spicier than I was anticipating
with hints of stem ginger and even curry
leaf toward the finish. What a very fine
Meursault Les Tillets from Antoine Jobard
this year.” WA91-93.
Meursault 1er Blagny
$126 / 750ml
“… in 2016, for whatever reason, the
Meursault “Blagny” has really turned in a
stellar performance and this is one of the
best young vintages of this bottling that
I have tasted. The inherent elegance of
2016s untouched by frost is very much in
evidence here and this is a terrific wine in
the making!” JG93+

reserved out of the blocks, with a rock solid
core, fine focus and grip and enormous
backend mineral drive and energy. A
superb bottle of Poruzots.” JG93+
Meursault 1er Genevrieres
$162 / 750ml
$335 / 1.5L
“I always love Antoine Jobard’s expression
of Genevrières and the supremely elegant
2016 is no exception. The gorgeous bouquet
offers up a fine combination of passion
fruit, pear, a hint of fresh coconut, salty
minerality, spring flowers, just a whisper
of hazelnut and a gentle base of vanillin
oak. On the palate the wine is deep, pure
and utterly refined in personality, with a
fine core of fruit, excellent cut and grip
and a long, vibrant finish that closes with
impressive mineral drive and bounce.”
JG95.
Collector’s 12-Set:
X3 Meursault “En la Barre”
X3 Meursault “Les Tillets”
X3 Meursault 1er Blagny
X2 Meursault 1er Genevrieres
X1 Meursault 1er Charmes
Total = $1422

Meursault 1er Poruzots
$132 / 750ml
“The 2016 Poruzots from Domaine Jobard
is utterly classic in profile and equally
refined. The bouquet jumps from the glass
in a fine blend of apple, passion fruit,
hazelnut, iodine, salty minerality and a
topnote of white flowers. On the palate
the wine is crisp, full-bodied and properly
* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.
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Bachelet-Monnot

“[The Bachelet brothers] have made
a superb range of wines in 2016,
confirmation of their status as emerging
white Burgundy stars, while the reds are
very competent too.”
- Jasper Morris MW.
“It was another superb set of wines from
the domaine right from the commendable
Bourgogne Rouge up to the spine-tingling
Bâtard-Montrachet.”
- Neal Martin, Wine Advocate.

Two brothers, Marc and Alex Bachelet started this relatively young Domaine in 2005 and
never looked back. The whites here have crystalline purity and linear, focused acidity.
They remind us of Roulot, very precise but balanced with clean fruit. Based in the tiny
hamlet of Maranges, they own some prime vineyard in St Aubin, Puligny-Montrachet
and Meursault. At a time when many white wines are made in a flashy, early-drinking
style, it is a breathe of fresh air to find wines here which are structured and precise and
will reward aging. Don’t overlook the reds too as despite coming from less common
villages, they offer superb value for the quality.

* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.
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Maranges 1er La Fussiere Rouge
$55 / 750ml
"The [wine] offers plenty of mulberry and
damson fruit on the nose. I appreciate the
vigor here, a wine that has no intention
of short-changing you on fruit while
maintaining admirable definition. The
palate is well balanced with a sense of
succulence on the entry counterbalanced
by a keen thread of acidity. The whole
bunch works really well here, lending the
blackcurrant-tinged finish complexity and
brightness. This is a Maranges from the
very top drawer." WA91-93.
St Aubin 1er En Remilly
$72 / 750ml
$159 / 1.5L
"It has a strict, quite stony bouquet with
a light sea spray influence developing in
the glass, though never as intense as the
2014 or 2015. The palate is very precise on
the entry, great detail here with a touch of
sour lemon lending tension and energy."
WA88-90.

Puligny-Montrachet 1er Les Referts
$120 / 750ml
$255 / 1.5L
"The [wine] has a really quite superb
bouquet: vibrant and well defined, the 25%
(or thereabouts) new oak neatly subsumed
and with hints of grilled walnut and smoke
coming through with time. The palate is
very well balanced with crisp acidity and
moderate weight in the mouth, perhaps
not quite as detailed as the aromatics
imply, but not far off. It retains admirable
vigor from the start to its saline, marinetinged finish, and it should drink well for
a decade, possibly more." WA90-92.
Starter 6-pack:
X1 Maranges 1er La Fussiere Rouge
X2 St Aubin 1er En Remilly
X2 Puligny-Montrachet
X1 Puligny-Montrachet 1er Les Referts
Total = $489

Puligny-Montrachet
$85 / 750ml
"The 2016 Puligny Montrachet was not
affected by frost at all. Strangely, I actually
prefer the Chassagne-Montrachet Village
on the nose, which was touched by frost.
This just feels rather austere and aloof at
the moment. The palate is better with crisp
acidity, fine tension and an almost clinical,
focused finish. Maybe what it just misses
is some persona." WA87-89.

* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.
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Bernard Moreau
“Happily, though there is not a lot of
wine here for most cuvées, the quality is
stellar and those who are lucky enough
to hunt down bottles of Domaine
Moreau’s 2016s will be thrilled with
their excellence!”
– John Gilman, View from the Cellar.

Alex and Benoit Moreau took over from father Bernard and are making some of the
finest wines in Chassagne-Montrachet now. This has not escaped the taste-buds of the
critics as many have started making a beeline here. The style is one of precision and
focus. Very linear wines but balanced well with unadulterated fruit. It’s no surprise then
that Alex is a big fan of Keller’s dry Rieslings.
Chassagne-Montrachet is one of the worst hit by frost this vintage and several Premier
Cru cuvees will not be produced this vintage. This year we get some new allocation of
the reds, a fabulous old vines red Chassagne-Montrachet and the very rare red Premier
Cru from La Cardeuse. The whites are exceptional with the frost resulting in wines
with superb intensity. Don’t overlook the Chassagne villages as it beats many top tier
Pulignys!
Chassagne-Montrachet VV Rouge
$58 / 750ml
“I really like the 2016 Chassagne old vine
bottling chez Moreau this year, as the
elegance of the vintage is very much on
display already in this cuvée. The bouquet
is pure and precise, offering up a lovely
blend of red and black cherries, raw cocoa,
pigeon, woodsmoke, a hint of violet and
a lovely base of soil tones. On the palate
the wine is deep, full and quite sappy at
the core, with superb purity and focus,
fine-grained tannins and a long, tangy and
beautifully balanced finish. Great juice
and one of the great red wine values to be
* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.

found in the vintage!” JG91.
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er La Cardeuse
Rouge
$92 / 750ml
“The 2016 la Cardeuse is more structured
and reserved than the Vieilles Vignes, but
it too shares the great elegance inherent
in this vintage. The bouquet offers up
a youthful constellation of sweet dark
berries, black cherries, a complex base of
soil, espresso, woodsmoke and a lovely
topnote of currant leaf. On the palate the
wine is pure, full-bodied and rock solid
at the core, with fine-grained, seamless
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tannins, tangy acids and great focus and
grip on the very long, nascently complex
and promising finish. Just add a bit of
patience and voila!” JG93+
Chassagne-Montrachet
$82 / 750ml
Superb value this year with the addition
of some Premier Cru grapes. “Even with
the addition of the small production from
the three premier crus mentioned above,
quantities of this superb bottling are down
by fully sixty percent in 2016. The bouquet
here is beautiful, delivering a combination
of apple, pear, a hint of fresh pineapple,
a fine base of soil, spring flowers and
vanillin oak. On the palate the wine is
deep, full-bodied and concentrated at
the core (though not quite as much as the
Remilly), with lovely energy and focus,
bright acids and excellent cut and grip
on the long and complex finish. This is an
excellent village wine.” JG91.
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er La Maltroie
$118 / 750ml
“This has a lovely, minerally bouquet
reminding me of a limestone cave. The
palate is fresh and tensile with a fine bead
of acidity, very harmonious and poised
with a nuanced, peach skin and dried
apricot finish. There are just seven barrels
this year, but each one is excellent—as
good as the 2015 last year.” WA91-93.
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Morgeot
$122 / 750ml
Almost a Grand Cru this year. Powerful
and impressive Morgeot. “I always love
Alex Moreau’s example of Morgeot, which
I find more elegant and minerally than
many from this large appellation. The 2016
is outstanding here, offering up a stunning
bouquet of pear, apple, a touch of pastry
cream, chalky minerality, apple blossoms
and vanillin oak. On the palate the wine is
* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.

deep, full-bodied, pure and utterly classic
in profile, with a very good core (but not
overly concentrated by any stretch of the
imagination), bright, snappy acids and a
very, very long, pure and complex finish
of nearly unbounded energy and class.
Exceptional Morgeot!” JG94.
Chevalier-Montrachet Grand Cru
*On Allocation*
$688 / 750ml
“The 2016 Chevalier-Montrachet from
Alex Moreau is another great wine. The
bouquet is pure and properly reserved at
the present time, wafting from the glass
in a blend of pear, fresh almond, delicious
apple, hints of crème patissière, a gorgeous
base of chalky minerality, orange and
lemon blossoms and vanillin oak. On the
palate the wine is precise, full-bodied,
pure and supremely elegant in profile,
with outstanding mid-palate depth, great
inner tension and breed and a long, racy
finish. A stunning young Chevalier.”
JG97+
Starter 6-pack:
X1 Chassagne-Montrachet 1er La
Cardeuse Rouge
X3 Chassagne-Montrachet
X1 Chassagne-Montrachet 1er La Maltroie
X1 Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Morgeot
Total = $578
Collector’s 12-Set:
X1 Chassagne-Montrachet 1er La
Cardeuse Rouge
X6 Chassagne-Montrachet
X2 Chassagne-Montrachet 1er La Maltroie
X2 Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Morgeot
X1 Chevalier-Montrachet Grand Cru
Total = $1752
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Caroline Morey

“Really beguiling wines in 2016 - well done Caroline!" – Bill Nanson, Burgundy Report.
It was a perfect start to her career as her debut vintage in 2014 was a great year for
whites. Since then we find the wines getting better and better with subsequent vintages.
Inheriting vineyards from her father Jean-Marc Morey, Caroline has shared cellar space
with husband Pierre-Yves Colin-Morey and is the newest star in this appellation.
The wines here resemble her husband PYCM’s yet has their own personality. The
whites, needless to say are spectacular, with prime vineyards in Chassagne-Montrachet
and bits in neighbouring Santenay. The latter are highly lauded by value seekers. It is
the reds however, which are truly surprising. Working with humble terroir, her reds are
sappy and ethereal with the kind of elegance many associate with the Cote de Nuits.
We followed her since the beginning and this is her best vintage yet. Follow her on
Instagram @carolinecolinmorey

* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.
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Santenay "Le Chainey" Rouge
$48 / 750ml
From a single vineyard high up the slopes.
Very pure red fruits here, with silky
tannins and delicate finish. The aromatics
are incredible. Santenays can be a rustic
wine but not here. Bill Nanson: "A modest
dimension of aroma but an attractive and
pure red fruit at the base. Wide, good
freshness and purity. Really a nice fruit
starts to come through in the mid-palate
and into the finish. Fresh and tasty wine.
With modest tannin. Yum!"
Chassagne-Montrachet Rouge
$55 / 750ml
A very good value red Chassagne which
gives many other lower-level Bourgognes
a run for the money. Again the signature
aromatic red-fruited nose with more
serious tannins this year. Bill Nanson:
"More weight of aroma, certainly more
fruit a little darker in colour. Supple, fresh,
layered, beautiful complexity. This is
simply first class - bravo. Super wine."

Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Les Chaumées
$106 / 750ml
Old vines planted in 1958 with mostly shot
berries. This has everything, charming
fruit plus saline minerality. Bill Nanson:
"A nice width of cushioned lemon notes.
More open, more volume, fresher, a little
more energy, melting flavours, a little
extra something in the mid-palate and into
the finish. Very long - really super!"
Starter 6-pack:
X1 Santenay “Le Chainey” Rouge
X1 Chassagne-Montrachet Rouge
X2 Chassagne-Montrachet “Le Chene”
X2 Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Les
Chaumees
TOTAL = $467

Chassagne-Montrachet "Le Chêne"
$76 / 750ml
$162 / 1.5L
An overperforming villages near the
Premier Cru La Maltroie. Surprisingly
mineral and precise. Bill Nanson: " Also
a relatively tight nose, but here with a
little reflection of yellow citrus. Hmm,
gorgeous, over the palate, fresh, but with
fine cushioning, width of comforting
flavour. Just beautiful. "

* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.
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Hubert Lamy

“… Olivier is simply one of the best,
most meticulous vignerons in the Côte de
Beaune.”
– Neal Martin, Wine Advocate.

Domaine Hubert Lamy, fronted by son Olivier Lamy is arguably the Domaine which
put St Aubin on the map. The Domaine farms a spectacular range of wines mostly from
St Aubin and bits in Santenay, Chassagne-Montrachet and Puligny-Montrachet. Most of
the wines are white but the reds are well worth your effort to hunt down too.
The style here is undoubtedly one of restrained classicism. Working with so many St
Aubin climats, it’s a wonder how Olivier teases out the nuances in each of them. It’s a
tribute to his hardwork and talent that the wines stand shoulder-to-shoulder with many
from more esteemed appellations. Follow them on Instagram @domainelamy
Santenay “Clos des Hates” Rouge
$56 / 750ml
“The 2016 Santenay Clos des Hâtes had
just been racked. There is plenty of pure
redcurrant and wild strawberry on the
“punchy” nose. The palate is grainy on
the entry, dark berry fruit with a touch of
black tea towards the finish. It is a wellcrafted, big-boned Santenay, rustic but
charming.” WA87-89.
St Aubin “La Princee”
$56 / 750ml
“Aromas of lemon and lime with a touch
of reduction. Juicy, penetrating and nicely
delineated, with a strong lemon drop
* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.

flavor buttressed by sappy minerality and
complicated by a whiff of chlorophyll.
Not a particularly fleshy wine but finishes
with lovely length and grip. From very
minerally terroirs, notes Lamy.” ST88-90.
St Aubin 1er “Les Frionnes”
$66 / 750ml
“Pale yellow. Brisk aromas of lemon and
ginger. Then surprisingly supple in the
mouth, offering captivating flavors of
grilled hazelnut, spices and white pepper.
The long, rising finish features strong salty
minerality along with a faint hard edge
that will require a long élevage.” ST88-91.
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St Aubin 1er “Clos du Meix
$68 / 750ml
“The 2016 Saint Aubin 1er Cru Clos du
Meix comes from vines on hard limestone
soil, and while it may not constitute one
of Olivier Lamy’s best-known labels, I was
very impressed by this showing. It has a
well-defined, wet limestone and slatescented bouquet that translates the terroir
extremely well. The palate is very well
balanced with a keen line of acidity, very
saline in the mouth with the saliva flowing
after the wine is departed. You can already
envisage this partnering and enhancing a
heaped plate of fruits de mer!” WA90-92.

Collector’s 12-Set:
X3 St Aubin “La Princee”
X2 St Aubin 1er “Les Frionnes”
X2 St Aubin 1er “Clos du Meix”
X2 St Aubin 1er “En Remilly”
X2 St Aubin 1er “Clos de la Chateniere”
X1 Puligny-Montrachet “Les Tremblots”
TOTAL = $846

Pierre-Yves Colin-Morey
Bourgogne Hautes-Cotes de Beaune
Blanc
$46 / 750ml
High up the hills, there is superb fruit
concentration yet retains steely tension.
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Morgeot
Rouge
$88 / 750ml
First and last time this cuvee is produced.
From a new acquisition, the vines were
replanted after the harvest. RARE and a
potential collector’s item.

The wines from PYCM are allocated tightly every vintage to faithful followers. Despite
that, every year we try to open up some cuvees to new faces. Please register your interest
if you would like to be involved.

* All 750ml bottles are offered in multiples of 3s.
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To order or for more information, please contact WEA Wines:

info@weawines.com.sg

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

We request that payment be made within 7 days of invoice date, via cheque to WEA
Wines Pte Ltd or preferably by bank transfer to the account in the invoice. Prices are
valid until 30 April 2018.
The prices quoted are all-in prices in Singapore dollars, inclusive of duty and taxes
and shipping to Singapore. Free delivery of wines in Singapore for orders of $500 and
above. Otherwise a charge of $20 is applicable for a single address in Singapore. For
other regional countries, please check with us.
Availability: All the wines will be ready for delivery/collection in the second half
of 2018, some earlier, some later, depending on bottling and shipping schedules.
Otherwise our normal terms apply.

